23rd November 2018

To all prospective bidders,

Clarification Note Number 3

MGOZ/MPU T80/2018: Tender for the supply, delivery, installation and commissioning of equipment (including energy efficient monitors) at the Mgarr Drystanding

Reference is made to the above-mentioned Tender, the closing date of which has been extended to 5th December 2018 at 0930hrs (CEST).

______________________________
Clarification requests submitted through ePPS

Question 1

Refer to item 3.4 of the tender specifications page 40.

Due it is written "Following preparation of a new concrete block" in the Winch specifications, kindly can you explain exactly, if a new concrete block is going to be constructed, and if yes, By whom is going to be done? Do we have to factor the new base in the winch price? Can you give us the internal dimension of the winch room and the height and specifications required for this base, due that winch room is locked and cant be visible?.

Answer 1

1. The contractor will not be required to construct a new concrete block. The new winch shall be mounted and anchored to the existing concrete block within the winch room.

2. A site visit is being organized on the Wednesday 28th November 2018 at 10:00am on site to enable prospective bidders to view the existing winch room.

3. In view of the above, the tender closing date is hereby being extended by one week to Wednesday 5th December 2018 at 9:30 a.m.
Question 2

In page 7 of the tender documents paragraph C (ii), it is requested to submit Self declaration for Key expert and declaration of exclusivity and availability. Then, in the Form file attached with tender, these forms are missing. Can you kindly confirm if we need to submit them as requested and if yes, can you kindly provide them please?

Answer 2

It is being confirmed that as per Article 7C(ii) of Section 1 in the tender documents, all Key Experts are to submit the ‘Statement of exclusivity and availability form’. Besides this form, Key Experts who are public employees must also submit the ‘Self-declaration for Key Experts (relating to public employees’.

These forms are being uploaded and can be found together with the other documents on ePPS.

All other tender documents, conditions and requirements, which are not superseded by this Clarification, remain in place.